The important role the untranslated regions of eukaryotic mRNAs may play in gene regulation and expression is now widely acknowledged. For this reason we developed UTRdb, a specialized database of 5′-and 3′-untranslated sequences of eukaryotic mRNAs cleaned from redundancy. UTRdb entries are enriched with specialized information not present in the primary databases, including the presence of functional patterns already demonstrated by experimental analysis to have some functional role. A collection of such patterns is being collected in UTRsite database (http://bio-www.ba.cnr.it:8000/srs5/ ) which can also be used with appropriate computational tools to detect known functional patterns contained in mRNA untranslated regions.
INTRODUCTION
Understanding the basic mechanisms of cell growth, differentiation and response to environmental stimuli, i.e. the program controlling the temporal and spatial order of molecular events, is becoming a real challenge in Molecular Biology. Indeed, although most of the regulatory elements are thought to be embedded in the non-coding part of the genomes, nucleotide databases are biased by the presence of expressed sequences, mostly corresponding to the protein coding portion of the genes. Among non-coding regions, the 5′-and 3′-untranslated regions (5′-UTR and 3′-UTR) of eukaryotic mRNAs have often been experimentally demonstrated to contain sequence elements crucial for many aspects of gene regulation and expression (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) .
The main functional roles so far demonstrated for 5′-and 3′-UTR sequences are: (i) control of mRNA cellular and subcellular localization (4); (ii) control of mRNA stability (1,7); (iii) control of mRNA translation efficiency (8, 9) .
Several regulatory signals have been already identified in 5′-or 3′-UTR sequences, usually corresponding to short oligonucleotide tracts, also able to fold in specific secondary structures, which are protein binding sites for various regulatory proteins.
The analysis of large collections of functionally equivalent sequences (10, 11) , such as 5′-and 3′-UTR sequences, could be indeed very useful for defining their structural and compositional features as well as for searching the alleged function-associated sequence patterns (12) (13) (14) . For this reason we constructed UTRdb, a specialized sequence collection, deprived from redundancy of 5′-and 3′-UTR sequences from eukaryotic mRNAs.
UTRdb entries have been enriched with specialized information, not present in the primary databases, including the presence of sequence patterns demonstrated by experimental evidence to play some functional role.
We also created UTRsite, a collection of functional sequence patterns located in the 5′-or 3′-UTR sequences which could reveal very useful for automatic annotation of anonymous sequences generated by sequencing projects as well as for finding previously undetected signals in known gene sequences.
ASSEMBLING UTRdb COLLECTIONS
The specialized database of UTR sequences was generated by UTRdb_gen, a computer program we devised for this task. Seven sequence collections were generated for both 5′-and 3′-UTR sequences, one for each of the eukaryotic division of the EMBL/ GenBank nucleotide database, namely: (i) Human; (ii) Rodent; (iii) Other mammal; (iv) Other vertebrate; (v) Invertebrate; (vi) Plant; (vii) Fungi.
UTRdb_gen, performing an accurate parsing of the Feature Table of the relevant EMBL entries, is able to automatically generate the various UTRdb collections. Although the Feature keys '5′UTR' and '3′UTR' should be present in the EMBL/GenBank entries, only a small percentage of the entries are adequately annotated. Indeed, of the 80 649 primary entries where UTRdb_gen was able to extract 5′-or 3′-UTR sequences only 13.8% contained the 5′UTR or 3′UTR feature key. UTRdb_gen is able to define UTR region boundaries even when these keys are not reported in the primary entry by using a predetermined syntactic parsing of other relevant feature keys, such as mRNA, CDS, exon, intron, etc.
UTRdb_gen automatically annotates generated UTR entries by adding some specialized information such as completeness of the UTR region, number of spanned exons and cross-referencing to the primary database entry. A cross reference between 5′-and 3′-UTR sequences from the same mRNA has also been established.
The generation of UTR entries cleaned from redundancy has been obtained by using CLEANUP program (15) which is able to generate automatically, in a very fast way, cleaned collections by removing entries having a similarity and overlapping degree with longer entries present in the database above a user-fixed threshold. In this case the cut-off parameters we used for the CLEANUP application were 95% for similarity and 90% for overlapping.
The UTR entries have been further enriched, by using the program UTRnote (kindly provided by G.Grillo and S.Brunetta) including information about the location of experimentally defined patterns collected in UTRsite. The UTRsite entries describe the various regulatory elements present in UTR regions and whose functional role has been established on experimental basis. Each UTRsite entry is constructed on the basis of information reported in the literature and revised by scientists experimentally working on the functional characterization of the relevant UTR regulatory element. Table 1 reports a summary description of UTRdb (release 4.0) which in total contain about 60 000 entries and 18 500 000 nucleotides. On average, over 25% of entries are redundant and were then removed from the database.
CONTENT OF UTRdb
5′-UTR sequences were defined as the mRNA region spanning from the cap site to the starting codon (excluded), whereas 3′-UTR sequences were defined as the mRNA region spanning from the stop codon (excluded) to the poly-A addition site.
A sample entry of UTRdb is shown in Figure 1 . The UTRdb entries have been formatted according to a modified EMBL database format. Table 2 reports functional patterns included in UTRsite (release 1.0). Many more entries will be included in further releases. A sample UTRsite entry is reported in Figure 2 . Functional patterns, defined on the basis of the information reported in the literature and/or advice by the experts in the field, were described by using the pattern description syntax used in PATSCAN program (kindly provided by Ross Overbeek and modified by Sandra Brunetta). The PATSCAN program is available at: http://bio-www.ba.cnr.it:8000/BioWWW/#Patscan
AVAILABILITY OF UTRdb
UTRdb is publicly available by anonymous FTP (IP address: ftp.ba.cnr.it; dir: /pub/embnet/database/utr) and UTRdb entries can be retrieved on the Web by using SRS (16) at the EBI WWW server (http://srs.ebi.ac.uk:5000/ ) or at the BioWWW server (http://bio-www.ba.cnr.it:8000/srs5 ). SRS retrieval allows linking between UTRdb, EMBL/GenBank and UTRsite entries. UTRscan, a computer program searching patterns included in UTRsite will be soon made available on the Web.
CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
The important role that untranslated regions of eukaryotic mRNAs may play in gene regulation and expression is now widely recognized. Indeed, experimental studies have demonstrated that sequence motifs located in the untranslated regions are involved in crucial biological functions. UTRdb 4.0 was generated from EMBL release 51. Relevant redundancy percentages calculated with respect to the number of entries (%N) and to the nucleotide length (%L) were also indicated. The huge amount of functionally equivalent sequences stored in UTRdb now makes possible the study of their structural and compositional features and the application of statistical methods for the identification of significant signals. Previous cleaning-up of databases is however necessary to avoid artefacts caused by redundant sequences. Even if statistical significance does not necessarily mean biological significance, it may provide useful indication for further experimental work, such as site-directed mutagenesis.
UTRdb will be updated with the new EMBL database releases and UTRsite will be continuously updated by adding new entries describing functional patterns whose biological role has been experimentally demonstrated.
